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Curls Just Wanna Have Fun-Revised 

As a child, I dreaded getting my hair done, because what it really meant was 

hours upon hours spent conforming—imprisoning my natural, heaven-sent hair for 

being different. “Sit still!” my mother‘s voice rang, as she applied this concoction of 

chemicals designed to tame the beast that sat on my head. A relaxer. My hair was 

oppressed and subjugated to fit this mold of what good hair is—long, straight, and 

not a single hair out of place—any deviation from that was unheard of. That was all 

my hair knew, and there was no other way. For years my hair would be imprisoned 

not knowing what freedom lied outside. 

Type “pretty hair” into Google and you’ll see nothing but women with long, 

straight hair. Hair that is flawless. Hair that looks nothing like the hair that grows 

from my scalp. Not a coil, curl, or nap in sight. Girls had straight, bouncy, flowing 

hair—they were like the poster child for what “pretty hair” meant. And then there was 

me—frizzy, coarse, kinky hair. I wanted so bad to fit this criteria of “pretty hair.” So I 

had to take matters into my own hands; there was a new stylist in town, and it was no 

longer my mom. I had this newfound independence in doing my own hair and my flat 

iron quickly became my worst enemy. I realized that when I would straighten my hair, 

I got endless amounts of compliments telling me how pretty I looked. While on the 

other end of the spectrum, when my hair had even one nap forming all I ever heard 

were negative comments.  

The idea that long, straight hair meant beauty resonated in the back of my 

head. I would faithfully straighten my hair and with each pass of the flat iron, I 

stripped away all of the self-hate, imperfection, and flaws that seemed ingrained in 

each frizzy strand. To no surprise, my hair began to break off. Strands of my hair lying 

lifeless on the floor and in the sink, but all I noticed was how impeccable I thought 

my hair was, so I continued my bad habit of straightening my hair. The flat iron was 

my answer to everything. When I saw the slightest bit of frizz, even if I had just one 

flyaway it was flat iron to the rescue. I thought my hair was as perfect as it got, but in 

reality, it was far from that. In fact, it was pretty much fried from all the heat, and my 

 

 



 

 

 

hair was suffering—so much that it had to be cut. As I got my hair cut, I watched as chunks of 

confidence, pride, and beauty fell to the floor. I looked in the mirror and my once shoulder length hair 

barely reached the nape of my neck. I was devastated and I cried hysterically as if I had just lost a beloved 

family member. I measured my beauty by the length of my hair, and this length screamed ugly. So ugly, 

that I refused to step foot outside, even to go to my best friend’s house. At this moment, I realized that 

my life, as silly as it seems, revolved around my hair.  

Little did I know, getting my hair cut was the beginning of freedom. Although I was upset that I 

had just lost this huge part of me, this part that was lost was all the vanity, egoism, confinement, and 

impossibility that lied in the standard of straight hair. I came to the realization that the kinks on my head 

weren’t the problem, but it was in fact the kinks in my head that were. I, along with so many others had 

this idea embedded that there was only one definition of beauty. After my hair was cut, that definition 

became invalid and since my hair was already short, I decided there was nothing to lose; so I stopped 

getting relaxers and joined this natural hair movement that many of my friends were telling me about. 

After a couple of months, my hair had grown a lot and it was almost all completely natural. My hair was 

like my masterpiece and I displayed it every chance I got. I was no longer worried about how straight my 

hair was or if I stood out because it wasn’t.  

Two years ago when I’d wake up in the morning I worried and fretted over a single kinky strand. 

Today when I wake up in the morning and look into the mirror, the very first thing my eyes are drawn to 

is my hair, in all its glory- naps, knots, and frizz included. Every nap is now a reminder that beauty lies in 

self-acceptance. Each inch of growth, an advancement towards embracing myself.  I have learned to 

accept that my hair will probably never be perfect in the traditional sense, but it reflects the hard work 

I’ve put into it and the ups and many downs it has encountered along the way. All the mishaps have made 

me love my hair that much more, and I’ve found myself even more obsessed with my hair than I ever was 

before. That frizz, those knots, and flyaways, that I once hated, have grown to become something I 

wouldn’t trade for the world.  

 


